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Medical Informatics
• Intersection of medicine and computing
• Plus theory and experience specific to this 

combination
• =Medical Computing, ~Health Informatics

• Science
• Applied science
• Engineering
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Outline
• MI defined by goals and methods of health 

care
• Medical data: essential
• Expertise (methods)

– Procedural
– Inferential
– Causal
– Probabilistic
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The Medical Cycle
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Care Processes

• Data: instrumentation, monitoring, telemetry
• Information: interpretation, filtering, sampling, 

smoothing, clustering
• Diagnosis: inference, model-based 

reasoning, classification
• Prognosis: prediction, natural course, 

experience
• Therapy: planning, predicting effects, 

anticipating
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Meta-level processes

• Acquisition and application of knowledge
• Education
• Quality control and process improvement
• Cost containment
• Reference (library)
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Time scale in medicine

• Cure—usually acute illness
• Manage—long-term, chronic illness
• Prevent
• Predict (especially based on genetics)
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WHO Constitution defines 
“health”

“a state of complete physical, mental and 
social well-being and not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity”

• Physical
• Mental
• Social
—very  hard to measure
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Distribution of Ages

• Life table
deaths by year
(Japan, 1989)
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Life table death rates by age
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Life table cohort survival
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Measures of Health
• Longevity at birth (CIA World Fact Book, 2001)
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67.7358.96Brazil
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Causes of death
(industrialized countries, 1989)

26%Others

7%Accidents

19%Malignant 
neoplasms

48%Circulatory 
system
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Quality of life

• Value of a total life depends on
–Length (assume now is N)
–Quality (q) over time
–Discounts (γg) for future or past 

(depends very much on what the 
value is to be used for)

VN=Integral[t=0,T] q(t) g(t-N) dt
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Modeling life quality
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Top 10 Chronic Conditions
Persons aged ≥ 65

9.77.88.9Diabetes
8.911.39.9Genitourinary
8.812.010.1Visual impairment

16.213.715.2Chronic sinusitis
18.411.315.5Cataracts
17.815.716.8Orthostatic impairment
24.926.925.7Heart disease
26.335.230.0Hearing impairment
43.233.039.0Hypertension
55.740.749.6Arthritis

FemaleMaleBothCondition

U.S. Nat’l Ctr Health Stat, Vital and Health Statistics, 1985 (1982 data)
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Societal quality of life

• Aggregation of individual qualities
+ Equity (distributions)

• Is more better?  (Population control.)
• Is less better?
• How much to spend?
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Who makes decisions?
“In those days there was no bureaucratic regimentation, there 
were few forms to fill out, malpractice premiums were 
affordable, and the overhead costs of running a practice were 
reasonable.  Our bills were simple, spelled out so anybody 
could understand them without the use of codes.  Patients 
usually paid their own bills, promptly too, for which an ordinary 
receipt was given.  Hospital charges were set by the day, not 
by the aspirin.  Medical care was affordable to the average 
person with rates set by the laws of the marketplace, and care 
was made available to all who requested it regardless of ability
to pay.  Doctors were well respected; rarely were we 
denigrated by a hostile press for political reasons.  Yes, in the 
days before government intervention into the practice of 
medicine, doctor’s fees were low, but the rewards were rich; 
those were truly the ‘golden years’ for medicine.”

Edward Annis, past President of AMA
Code Blue, 1993
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Aggregation

• Trend: social aggregation leads to 
decisions at a larger scale
– Multi-specialty providers
– Government guarantees and mandates
– Risk sharing
– Oregon-wide spending “optimization”; 
– British NHS
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Changing Context of Health 
Care

• Fee-for-service
• HCFA (Health Care Financing Agency) 

pays for Medicare
• Capitation

– HMO’s (Health Maintenance Organizations) 
take overall responsibility to care for patient 
for fixed fee

– Pushing risk down to the physician or group
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Determining Factors:

$£€¥R
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Exponentially growing expense 
of health care

• More healthcare than steel in GM cars
• Increased demand

– Much more possible
– Better tests, therapies
– High human motivation

• No pushback
• Waste

– Unnecessary procedures
• ½ of health expenses in last year of life

– Marginally useful procedures
• Defensive medicine

– Bad Medicine
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Managed Care
“Decisions that were once the exclusive province of 
the doctor and patient now may be examined in 
advance by an external reviewer—someone 
accountable to an employer, insurer, health 
maintenance organization (HMO), or other entity 
responsible for all or most of the cost of care.  
Depending upon the circumstances, this outside 
party may be involved in discussions about where 
care will occur, how treatment will be provided, and 
even whether some treatments are appropriate at 
all.”
Controlling Costs and Changing Patient Care IOM, 1989


